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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this presentation are those of the
author speaking in his personal capacity, and should not
be construed as necessarily representing the official
positions of the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, the
U.S. Department of State, or any other U.S. government
agency.
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Objectives for this Briefing
1) To discuss the purpose and role of verification in

promoting the success of arms control agreements.

2) To present some views on the role of on-site inspection

as one of several means for arms control verification in
both bilateral and multilateral settings.

3) To highlight some lessons learned from the U.S. and

Russian experience in bilateral arms control verification
that may be applicable to future Confidence-Building
and Security Measures (CSBMs).
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Overview
 Bilateral U.S.-Russian Approaches to Verification

 Verification Provisions of Multilateral Regimes
 On- Site Inspections: The Most Challenging and Intrusive

Form of Verification

 Survey of Typical On-Site Inspection Procedures,

Practices, and Considerations

 Lessons Learned from the U.S.-Russian On-Site

Inspection Experience
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Main Observations
1) A wide range of verification procedures have been
developed in the U.S.-Russian experience related to
verifying bilateral arms control and confidence-

building measures.
2) National Technical Means are the main mechanism for
verifying any arms control agreement.
3) But there are a range of other means for verifying
compliance with arms control agreements. Examples
include:






Data exchanges
Advance notifications of exercises and other movements
Technical exhibitions of treaty-limited items
Opportunities for joint observation
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Main Observations, continued
4) On-site inspections have made an essential contribution

to the success of US-Russian arms control.

5) On-site inspections are also key components of several

multi-lateral arms control and nonproliferation regimes.

6) On-site inspection procedures can be created that

balance the need for timely, effective validation of
treaty adherence against the need to protect sensitive
national security information.

7) A discussion of on-site inspection procedures may

provide useful context for discussing possibilities for
selected future confidence-building measures.
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Background for U.S.-Russian
Approaches to Verification
 Verification and on-site inspection provisions of the INF

Treaty agreed in principal at the October 1986 Reykjavik
Summit.
 These provisions ultimately incorporated into the 1987
INF Treaty, the 1991 START Treaty, and New START,
including the following:
 Data exchanges
 On-site inspections
 Technical exhibitions of treaty-limited items
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Inter-Locking Layers of Verification
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Negotiating On-Site Inspections for
START, INF, New START
 On-site inspections serve to validate data declarations,






confirm adherence to agreed obligations, and deter
violations.
The types of facilities and equipment subject to
inspection is determined by the terms of the treaty.
Annual inspections don’t have to visit all facilities, only
provide a sampling.
A variety of inspection types allows multiple
opportunities to confirm declared data.
Inspection timelines and procedures balance the need for
short-notice validation of compliance, with the need to
protect facilities, procedures, and equipment that are
unrelated to a determination of compliance.
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Inspection Types Under START I
1. Baseline Data
Inspections
2. Data Update Inspections
3. New Facility Inspections
4. Suspect Site Inspections
5. Reentry Vehicle
Inspections
6. Post-exercise Dispersal
Inspections

7. Conversion Or
Elimination Inspections
8. Close-out Inspections
9. Formerly Declared
Facility Inspections
10. Technical Characteristics
Exhibitions
11. Distinguishability
Exhibitions
12. Heavy Bomber Baseline
Exhibitions

Inspection Types Under New START
Type One Inspections

Type Two Inspections

 10 per year
at operational facilities
 Focus on sites with
deployed and nondeployed strategic
weapons

 8 per year
mainly at support facilities
 For sites with only nondeployed strategic
systems

 National Technical Means: supplement on-site

inspections.
 Unique Identifiers: each ICBM, SLBM, and heavy bomber
is assigned a unique identifier number.
 Compliance Forum : Bilateral Consultative Commission.
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Examples of Multilateral
Organizations Using On-Site
Inspections
 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards

inspections help monitor the non-diversion of nuclear
material to weapons programs.
 Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
(OPCW) inspection regime verifies adherence to the
Chemical Weapons Convention.
 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO) is
responsible for implementing and preparing for challenge
inspections under the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
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OSI Under the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA)
 The IAEA is responsible for the technical monitoring
of adherence to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.
 It currently has about 2300 staff members, including
about 250 inspectors.
 There are over 1200 declared facilities or locations

subject to Safeguards Agreement inspections.
 Approximately 2200 inspections are performed
annually.
 While the IAEA performs technical monitoring, it is
not responsible for adjudicating compliance
judgments, which is a matter left to the UN and
individual member states.
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Types of IAEA Inspections









Routine Inspections
Initial Inspections
Ad Hoc Inspections
Physical Inventory Inspections (normally once a year)
Interim Inspections
Transfer Verification Inspections
Design Information Verification Inspections
Special Inspections (superseded by AP inspections)
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OSI Under the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
 The OPCW monitors adherence to the Chemical Weapons

Convention, in part through inspections at declared
facilities.
 The OPCW has about 170 chemical inspectors and has
performed over 23,000 inspection days mainly at
chemical weapons destruction facilities and industrial
sites.
 OPCW inspections include:
 Initial Inspections
 Routine Inspections
 Challenge Inspections
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OSI Under the Comprehensive
Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty
Organization
 Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban opened for signature on

24 September 1996, but has not yet entered into force.
 Challenge inspections may be conducted by the CTBTO,
but only after Entry into Force of the Treaty.
 Such inspections must be approved by at least 30 of the
51 States members of the CTBTO Executive Council within
96 hours of a request.
 Inspections may be conducted in an area of up to 1000
square km, inspection team of up to 40 members. Period
of inspection may be extended up to 130 days.
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Examples of Balancing Inspections
Against Protecting Sensitive Data
Shrouding Allowed

Shrouding Not Allowed

 Equipment not subject to

 Specific treaty-accountable

inspection, display, or
exhibition

 Safety and operating placards
 Actual warheads/additional

objects

items designated for inspection
or exhibition or display during
previously agreed time-periods

 START examples include first

stages of ICBMs or SLBMs, or
launchers for ICBMs or SLBMs.

 Military base name and

banners and other designations
of identification
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Composition of Inspection Teams
 Inspection team
 Team leader and deputy
 Inspectors
 Linguists
 National escort team (from national inspection authority)
 Team leader and deputy
 Service advisors
 Escorts/Linguists
 Facility escort team (augments national escorts)
 Base commandant or his deputy
 Escorts from local military base
Inspection team members are selected from a pre-approved list of inspectors.
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Typical Inspection Timeline*
 -30 hours
 -6 hours

-



0 hours

-



+6 hours

-








+7 hours
+15 hours
+20 hours
+44 hours
+50 hours
+58 hours

-

Notification of intent to inspect
Notification of inbound inspection
team (with flight information)
Arrival of inspection team on national
territory/Point of Entry procedures
Notification of site to be inspected,
Beginning of site preparation
Pre-inspection movement restrictions begin
Arrival at site
Inspection commences
Inspection is completed
Departure from inspection site
Departure from national territory

*Inspection timelines will vary by inspection type.
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Other Inspection Considerations
 Inspectors travel and perform duties under diplomatic

status, with associated privileges and immunities.
 In-country costs of inspections are borne by the hosting
nation, unless otherwise agreed.
 Some inspection regimes, such as START and New START,
may provide for “sequential inspections” by the same
inspection team at multiple sites.
 No inspection equipment is allowed to be brought into a
country except those items that have been provided for in
the treaty, and which have been examined in advance by
the host nation, to prevent tampering or surveillance
outside the bounds of the treaty.
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Inspection Dispute Resolution
 Inspection Reports record results of the inspection, and are an








important part of the process.
Occasionally, disputes have arisen during the course of
inspections regarding inspectors’ access rights, inspectable
boundaries, the presence of undeclared items, or the
procedures allowed to be performed in observing or
measuring treaty inspectable items.
Generally, most of these disputes have been resolved through
consultation between the inspection team and their escorts.
In those cases where a dispute cannot be resolved on the
ground at the time of the inspection, both sides may enter
notes regarding the dispute in an inspection report that is
made available to both sides.
The matter is then referred to each sides’ respective national
capitals for resolving through diplomatic channels, including
placing such issues on the agenda for meetings of the relevant
compliance and implementation commission.
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Lessons Learned
 The number of allowed inspections need only be a






portion of the total number of inspectable facilities.
Over-lapping and layered inspection and verification
provisions have greatly increased confidence in
adherence to agreed treaty provisions.
The inspection process for INF and START were equitable,
constructive, and effective. For New START, the first three
years of implementation are going very well.
Most disputes that have arisen have been resolved in the
course of inspections through consultations between the
inspection team and the escort team.
The respective implementation commissions for INF,
START, and New START, have been effective forums for
resolving inspection and verification matters.
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Summary
1) Although on-site inspections are the most challenging

and intrusive, they have made an essential contribution
to the success of U.S.-Russian arms control, in
conjunction with other verification mechanisms.
2) On-site inspections are also key components of several
multi-lateral arms control and nonproliferation regimes.
3) On-site inspections can be created that balance the
need for timely, effective observance of treaty
adherence against the need to protect sensitive national
security information.
4) Although premature for U.S.-China relations today, the
on-site inspection experience may provide useful
context for exploring possible future CSBMs.
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